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Abstract. In this paper we investigate novel use cases for open multiapplication smart card platforms. These use cases require a fine-grained
access control mechanism to protect the sensitive functionality of oncard applications. We overview the Security-by-Contract approach that
validates at load time that the application code respects the interaction
policies of other applications already on the card, and discuss how this
approach can be used to address the challenging change scenarios in the
target use cases.
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Introduction

The smart card technology supports asynchronous coexistence of multiple applications from different providers on the same chip since a long time ago. However,
the actual use cases for such cards have appeared only recently. In this paper
we briefly overview two novel use cases for multi-application smart cards, which
we explore as illustrative examples. The first use case is the Near Field Communication (NFC)-enabled smartphone, where the (U)SIM card hosts payment,
transport and other types of sensitive applications coming from different vendors. The second use case is a smart card-based enhancement of a smart meter
system. A telecommunications hub, implemented as a smart card and installed
at a house, hosts and manages traditional utility consumption applications, such
as gas or electricity consumption applications, and also a set of telecare applications. The telecare applications enable remote monitoring of health status of
the inhabitants; they are connected to devices such as weights or a heart rate
monitor. This architectural solution was developed within the Hydra Project
[12].
In both these scenarios the applications deployed on the multi-application
smart cards are quite sensitive, as they may have access to the private data of
the device owner or the application provider. However, these applications are
not necessarily fully sandboxed. On the contrary, the applications might need to
interact with each other on the card in order to provide an enhanced functionality
to the device owner. Thus the key challenge for such cards it ensuring that only
trusted partners will have access to the shared functionality (called service in
the smart card jargon).
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The existing solutions for control of application interactions on multi-tenant
platforms mostly propose to verify of a pre-defined set of applications off-card [2]
or enforce the desired policies at run-time [1]. The first approach is not appealing
from the business perspective: as the platform is open, each time a new application will be loaded a full offline re-verification will be required. The second
approach is simply not suitable for smart cards due to the resource constraints.
The approach that is currently adopted by the smart card community is embedding the access control checks into the functional code. Each time the sensitive
service is invoked it checks that the caller is authorized to use it. However, this
approach suffers from the fact that partial code updates are not available on
smart cards; only the full reinstallation is supported by the runtime environment.
Therefore each time a new trusted caller needs to be added a full reinstallation
of the application will be required.
Recently load time verification was adopted for multi-application smart cards
[4, 5, 8, 6, 7]. With this approach the platform is always in a secure state across
all possible changes, such as loading of a new application or removal of an old
one. In the current paper we overview the Security-by-Contract (S×C) approach
for load time verification on multi-application Java Cards and identify how the
novel multi-application smart card use cases can be handled with this approach.
The paper is structured is follows. We overview the target use cases in Sec. 2
and present the workflows of the S×C approach for each change scenario in Sec. 3.
The necessary background on Java Card is presented in Sec. 4, the design details
of the framework are summarized in Sec. 5, and the concrete contracts for the
identified motivational scenarios are listed in Sec. 6. We overview the related
work in Sec. 7 and conclude in Sec. 8.
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Multi-Application Java Card Use Cases

In this section we present the target use cases recently introduced in the multiapplication smart cards domain.
2.1

NFC-Enabled Phones

Currently NFC offerings from various vendors include payment applications (the
Google wallet1 , PayPass from MasterCard2 , payWave from VISA3 ), ticketing
applications (Calypso is a set of technical specifications for NFC ticketing; its
handbook contains an overview of the NFC ticketing status in various countries4 ) and entertainment applications (including NFC tap-triggered messages
from Santa Claus5 ).
1
2
3
4
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http://www.google.com/wallet/
http://www.paypass.com/
http://www.paypass.com/
http://www.calypsonet-asso.org/downloads/
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The NFC functionality requires a secure element to store the sensitive NFC
credentials, and one of the existing solutions is usage of the (U)SIM card within
the phone to store this data. For instance, an NFC-enabled multi-application
(U)SIM card, called UpTeq6 , is currently offered by Gemalto. This card is certified by the VISA, MasterCard and Amex payment systems.

Fig. 1. (U)SIM as a secure element [14].

Figure 1 presents an architecture of a (U)SIM card used as a secure element
within an NFC-enabled phone. The NFC controller enables a communication
link between the phone and various NFC tags and devices.
Scenario 1: New Application Is Loaded We consider the following scenario
of an NFC-enabled smartphone with a (U)SIM-based secure element. The scenario is purely fictional scenario and we use real commercial product names only
for the sake of clarity. Two applications (applets for short) are already hosted by
the (U)SIM card: the payment application payWave from VISA and the ticketing application Touch&Travel from Deutsche Bahn7 . The phone holder can use
the payWave application for executing payment operations in shops, and the
Touch&Travel application to pay for train tickets and display ticket barcodes to
the phone holder and the train authorities. The VISA consortium and Deutsche
Bahn are business partners, and therefore the applications can interact on card:
Touch&Travel relies on payWave for the ticket payments. The (U)SIM card is
managed by a telecom operator, which has agreements with both VISA and
6
7

http://www.gemalto.com/telecom/upteq/index.html
https://www.touchandtravel.de/
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Deutsche Bahn; these agreements do not limit the telecom operator in which
other applications can be loaded on the card, provided the operator guarantees
that only authorized applications will interact with payWave and Touch&Travel.
The phone holder travels from Germany to France, where she installs the
public ticketing application Navigo8 produced by the French public transportation organization STIF. STIF and VISA do not have an agreement, therefore the
Navigo application can be recharged only at the metro stations, and not through
payWave. However, the telecom operator still has to ensure that Navigo will not
try to access payWave directly on the card. In the next sections we will discuss
how this can be implemented.
2.2

Communication Hubs within the Smart Grids

Fig. 2. Extension of a smart metering system with telecare services [12].

Our second motivating use case for multi-application smart cards is the
telecommunications hub within the smart metering system proposed by the Hydra project [12]. The project aims to introduce remote care services as an extension to the smart metering system. The architecture of this extension is presented
in Fig. 2. Existing utility meters and telecare devices, such as blood pressure
monitor or heart-rate monitor, are connected to the smart card, which acts as
a proxy between the metering devices and the corresponding utility/telecare
providers.
The main idea behind the smart card utilization is privacy of the utility consumption data. The smart metering systems measure the utility consumption
at high granularity. By gathering a lot of data points throughout the day the
utility companies can learn a lot about the private life of their customers: when
they leave to work and come back, when they wake up and go to sleep. In an
industrial setting the utility consumption can reveal details of the production
8
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process: what machinery is used, or when a new process is adopted [13]. The fact
that the utility companies can leak this private data to third parties is even more
disturbing [17]. Solutions to this privacy problem in the smart grid have started
to emerge, focusing on introducing a mediator for the utility consumption or devising privacy-preserving protocols among the utility provider, the user and the
meter. The mediator (for instance, a battery in case of the energy consumption)
can obfuscate the actual consumption of the house owner by withdrawing the
energy from the grid in a manner that would be probabilistically-independent of
the actual consumption [13]. In contrast, with the privacy-preserving protocols
the user will compute the utility bill from the actual utility usage and transmit this bill to the provider alongside a zero-knowledge proof that ensures the
calculation to be correct and leaks no utility consumption calculation [15].
Similarly to the privacy-preserving protocols idea, in the smart meter system
architecture proposed in the Hydra project the utility consumption is computed
and billed directly on the smart card; afterwards the billing is displayed to the
customer via the standard web interface. Therefore the private consumption data
does not leave the metering system, and the utility provider can only see the total
amount of the consumed utility. The Hydra architecture invites multiple utility
providers to share the platform; this is possible with the multi-application smart
card solution. The secure communication channels are established between a
utility meter, the corresponding application on the card and the provider. These
channels are available due the GlobalPlatform middleware present on the card.
GlobalPlatform is a set of card and device specifications produced and maintained by the GlobalPlatform consortium9 . The specifications identify interoperability and security requirements for development, deployment and management
of smart cards. However, the application interactions are not controlled by GlobalPlatform; they are managed by the Java Card run-time environment (JCRE),
which we will further overview.
Scenario 2: Existing Application Updates Its Policy We refine the scenario in Fig. 2 and introduce an additional Consumption Optimization application from the electricity provider. This application is connected to the household
appliances in order to manage the electricity consumption in a cost-efficient manner. For instance, this application will turn on the washing machine only in the
evenings when the electricity cost is the lowest.
The Consumption Optimization applet receives data on the current electricity consumption from the Electricity applet; therefore these applets interact
directly on the hub. We consider that the gas provider would also like to provide the optimization services for the customer: he would like to manage the gas
consumption (for instance, for heating) in a cost-efficient manner. For this purpose the Consumption Optimization applet can be used, because it is already
connected to all the appliances. The electricity and the gas providers sign an
agreement, and the interaction between the Gas applet and the Consumption
Optimization applet is established on the hub. We emphasize that our focus in
9
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(a) Allowed Applet Interactions Before Policy Update

(b) Allowed Applet Interactions After Policy Update

Fig. 3. Application Interactions on the Smart Meter System Communications Hub

this illustrative scenario is authorization of applications for interactions; we do
not consider the privacy concerns that potentially arise from the interaction of
the Gas and Consumption Optimization applets. The privacy problem must be
handled by the providers separately.
Initially the telecare provider and the electricity provider do not have an
agreement; therefore, their applets cannot interact. However, later the electricity
provider might be interested in lending the Consumption Optimization applet
services also to the Telecare provider, and he will allow the interaction. Fig. 3
summarizes the authorized interactions before and after this policy update of
the Consumption Optimization applet.
Notice, that the standard smart card application update procedure is full
deletion of the old version and loading of the new one; partial code updates
are not supported. In this setting the cost of adding a single authorization is
quite significant: for some cards each new code version needs to be agreed with
the platform controlling authority or the application provider himself does not
have a code loading privilege and has to request the entity with this privilege to
perform the code loading. Therefore the provider would like to execute the policy
update independently, using the standard protocols for communication with the
platform. In the S×C approach we enable the providers with this option.

3

The Security-by-Contract Components and Workflows

The illustrative use cases and scenarios presented in §§2.1-2.2 identify the need of
the smart card system to provide access control facilities for applet interaction.
We propose the S×C approach for multi-application smart cards to enable the
applet authorization and validate the applet code with respect to the interaction
policies at load time. This approach ensures that the platform is secure with
respect to the applet interactions across the platform changes: installation of a
new applet, removal or update of an old one. The main components of the S×C
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framework are the ClaimChecker, the PolicyChecker and the PolicyStore, their
responsibilities are specified for each type of the platform change.

Fig. 4. The S×C workflow for load time validation.

The schema for load time validation is presented in Fig. 4. The application
provider delivers on the platform the applet code together with the contract.
The contract specifies the claimed interactions (the services that are provided
in this applet and the services of other applets that the applet may invoke at
run-time) and the policy of this application (which applets are authorized to
interact with its services and the necessary services from other applets). Notice
that the service deemed necessary for some application have to be a subset of
the services called by this application. The first step of load time validation on
the card is the check that the contract is compliant with the code; this check
is executed by the ClaimChecker component. The second step is matching the
contract and the platform policy, which is composed by the contracts of all
currently installed applications; this check is performed by the PolicyChecker
component that retrieves the platform policy from the PolicyStore. If both steps
are successful, the S×C admits this applet on the card, and the contract of this
applet is added to the platform policy. If any of the checks failed, the loading
process will be aborted and this applet will not be admitted to the platform.
For the case of the applet deletion from the platform, the S×C framework has
to check that the platform will be secure with respect to application interactions
once the requested deletion is performed. We present the workflow for removal
in Fig. 5. In the removal workflow only the PolicyChecker and the PolicyStore
components are invoked; the ClaimChecker is not required. For the application
policy update scenario (presented in Fig. 6) the PolicyChecker has to ensure
that after the update the platform will be in the secure state. In this case the
ClaimChecker is not invoked, because the code-contract compliance was already
validated at the installation step. The S×C workflow for update is designed only
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Fig. 5. The S×C workflow for load time validation.

Fig. 6. The S×C workflow for applet policy update validation.

for the policy updates; it cannot handle the code updates, which have to be
executed throughout the standard smart card code loading process.

4

A Primer on the Java Card Technology

Before describing the concrete contract and policy implementation and the S×C
framework design details, we provide a necessary background on Java Card.
The Java Card platform architecture consists of several layers that include
device hardware, a proprietary embedded operating system (Native OS), the
JCRE and the installed applications [18]. The JCRE comprises multiple components, some of them belong to the Java Card interface and other belong to
the Native interface. The Java Card interface components are the Installer (the
entity responsible for the loading and installation processes, it is exposed for
communications from the terminal, which is an external device that powers the
card up and communicates with it) and the Java Card API; these parts are
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Fig. 7. The Java Card architecture and the applet deployment process.

written in Java Card (subset of Java) and can allocate the EEPROM memory
(the persistent modifiable memory).
The Native interface components are the Java Card Virtual Machine (JCVM),
the Loader (entity responsible for processing the delivered CAP files) and the
Native API. These components are typically written in the native code (C); they
are printed in ROM (non-modifiable persistent memory) and are not allowed to
allocate the EEPROM memory.
An application package is written in Java, compiled into a set of class files
and converted into a CAP (Converted APplet) file, which is delivered on the
card. CAP files are optimized by the Converter in order to occupy less space.
For instance, a CAP file contains a single Constant Pool component, a single
Method component with the full bytecode set of all methods defined in this
package, etc. A quite similar approach for optimization of packages loaded on the
device is adopted on the Android platform10 . Each package can contain multiple
applications, but interactions inside a package cannot be regulated. Also, each
package is loaded in a single pass, and it is not possible to add a malicious
applet to the package of an honest applet. Therefore in the sequel we consider
that each package contains exactly one application and use words package and
applet interchangeably.
The CAP file is transmitted onto a smart card, where it is processed, linked
and then an application instance can be created. One of the main technical
obstacles for the verifier running on Java Card is unavailability of the application
code for reverification purposes after linking. Thus the application policy cannot
be stored within the application code itself, as the verifier will not have access
to it later.
The Java Card platform architecture and the applet deployment process are
summarized in Fig. 7.
10
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4.1

Application Interactions

Applications on Java Card are separated by a firewall, and the interactions between applets from different packages are always mediated by the JCRE. If two
applets belong to different packages, they belong to different contexts. The Java
Card firewall confines applet’s actions to its designated context. Thus an applet
can freely reach only objects belonging to its own context. The only objects accessible through the firewall are methods of shareable interfaces, also called services.
A shareable interface is an interface that extends javacard.framework.Shareable.
An applet A implementing some services is called a server. An applet B that
tries to call any of these services is called a client. A typical scenario of service usage starts with a client’s request to the JCRE for a reference to A’s object (that is
implementing the necessary shareable interface). The firewall passes this request
to application A, which decides if the reference can be granted or not based on
its access control rules. The current method for services access control implementation on Java Card is the list of trusted clients embedded into the applet code.
The caller can be identified through the Java Card getPreviousContext
API. If the decision is positive, the reference is passed through the firewall and
the client can now invoke any method declared in the shareable interface which
is implemented by the referenced object. During invocation of a service a context
switch will occur, thus allowing invocation of a method of the application A from
a method of the application B. A call to any other method, not belonging to
the shareable interface, will be stopped by the Java Card firewall; while the calls
from A to its own methods or the JCRE entry points are allowed by the firewall rules [18]. Notice that with the S×C framework on board the access control
policies embedded into the applet code will become obsolete.
In order to realize the interaction scenario the client has necessarily to import
the shareable interface of the server and to obtain the Export file of the server,
that lists shared interfaces and services and contains their tokens. Tokens are
used by the JCRE for linking on the card similarly as Unicode strings are used
for linking in standard Java class files. A service s can be uniquely identified as
a tuple hA, I, ti, where A is a unique application identifier (AID) of the package
that provides the service s, that is assigned according to the standard ISO/IEC
7816-5, I is a token for a shareable interface where the service is defined and t
is a token for the method in the interface I. Further, in case the origin of the
service is clear, we will omit the AID and will refer to a service as a tuple hI, ti.
The server’s Export file is necessary for conversion of the client’s package
into a CAP file. In a CAP file all methods are referred to by their tokens, and
during conversion from class files into a CAP file the client needs to know correct
tokens for services it invokes from other applications. Shareable interfaces and
Export files do not contain any implementation, therefore it is safe to distribute
them.

5

Design and Implementation Details

Let us present the details of the S×C framework implementation.
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5.1

Contracts

The contract of an application is defined as follows. AppClaim of an application
specifies provided (the Provides set) and invoked (the Calls set) services. Let A
be an application and A.s be its service. We say that the service A.s is provided
if applet A is loaded and it has service s. Service B.m is invoked by applet A if
A may try to call B.m during its execution. The AppClaim will be verified for
compliance with the bytecode (the CAP file) by the ClaimChecker.
The application policy AppPolicy contains authorizations for services access
(the sec.rules set) and functionally necessary services (the func.rules set). We
say a service is necessary if a client will not be functional without this service
on board. The AppPolicy lists applet’s requirements for the smart card platform
and other applications loaded on it.
Thus the application contract is: Contract = hAppClaim, AppPolicyi, where
AppClaim = hProvides, Callsi and AppPolicy = hsec.rules, func.rulesi.
Writing and Delivering Contracts A provided service is identified as a tuple
hA, I, si, where A is the AID of package A (as the AID of A is explicit in the
package itself, it can be omitted from the provided service identification tuple),
and I and s are the tokens of the shareable interface and the method that define
the service. Correspondingly, a called service can be identified as a tuple hB, I, si,
where B is the AID of the package containing the called service.
An authorization rule is a tuple hB, I, si, where B is the AID of package
B that is authorized to access the provided service with interface token I and
method token s. Notice that A is not specified in its authorization rules because
the rules are delivered within the A’s package and the service provider is implicitly identified. Later, when the authorization rules will be added to the platform
security policy, the service provider will be explicitly specified.
func.rulesA is a set of functionally necessary services for A, we consider that
without these services provided, an application A cannot be functional. Thus
we can ensure availability of necessary services. A functionally necessary service
can be identified in the same way as a called service. Moreover, we insist that
func.rulesA ⊆ CallsA , as we cannot allow to declare arbitrary services as necessary,
but only the ones that are at least potentially invoked in the code.
The provided service tokens can be found in the Export file, where the fullyqualified interface names and method names are present. The called services
can be determined from the Export files of the desired server applets, which
are consumed for conversion. More details on the token extraction from the
Export files can be found in [6, 7]. However, the contract-code matching will be
performed on card with the CAP file, as the Export files are not delivered on
board.
An important problem is contract delivery on the platform. The Java Card
specification, besides the standard CAP file components, allows Custom components to be present in CAP files [18]. We have organized the contract delivery
within a specific Contract Custom component. In this way the contract can be
securely attached to the bytecode and sealed by the provider’s signature. The
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standard Java Card tools do not include means to provide Custom components,
so for the proof-of-concept implementation we have designed a simple CAP Modifier tool with a GUI that provides means to write contracts and add them as a
Custom component to standard CAP files. More details are available in [7].
5.2

The S×C Components

We now specify the design of each component of the S×C framework.
The ClaimChecker The ClaimChecker is responsible for the contract-code matching step. It has to retrieve the contract from the Custom component and verify
that the AppClaim is faithful (the application policy part is not matched with
the code). For every service from the Provides set the ClaimChecker will find its
declaration in the Export component of the CAP file; and it will ensure no undeclared services are present in the Export component. For every called service
from the Calls set the ClaimChecker will identify the point in the code when this
service is invoked.
Specifically, the ClaimChecker will parse the CAP file and find all the service
invocation instructions (the invokeinterface opcode). From the operands of
this instruction we can identify the invoked method token and the pointer to the
Constant Pool component, from which we can resolve the needed invoked interface token and the AID of the called applet. Concrete details of this procedure
are available in [7]. To implement the CAP file processing the ClaimChecker has
to be integrated with the platform Loader component, as only this component
has direct access to the loaded code.
The PolicyChecker The PolicyChecker component is responsible for ensuring
compliance of the platform security policy and the contract for the loading protocol. Namely, it will check that 1) for all called services from Calls, their providers
have authorized the interaction in the contracts; 2) for any provided service from
Provides if there is some applet on the platform that can try to invoke this service, there is a corresponding authorization rule for these service and applet in
sec.rules; 3) all services in func.rules are present on the platform (provided by
some applets). We have integrated the PolicyChecker with the ClaimChecker, to
ease the contract delivery. The PolicyChecker is a part of the SxCInstaller component that is the main verification interface with the Loader.
For the applet removal scenario, the PolicyChecker has to retrieve the platform
policy, identify the contract of the applet to be removed and check if this applet
provides any service that is listed as functionally necessary by some other applet.
This is the only incompliance problem, because removal of an applet cannot
introduce unauthorized service invocation. If the applet is not needed by the
others, the PolicyChecker will remove its contract from the platform policy and
send the new policy to the PolicyStore.
If any compliance check performed by the ClaimChecker or the PolicyChecker
has failed, the components signal to the Loader, which will stop the executed
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change on the platform (due to the transaction mechanism on Java Card the
platform will return to the previous secure state).
The PolicyStore The PolicyStore is used to maintain the security policy across
the card sessions. As the policy of the platform is dynamic in nature and cannot
be static throughout the card lifecycle, it has to be stored in the EEPROM.
Therefore, as we have specified in §4, the PolicyStore cannot be implemented as
a part of the Native interface of the JCRE, but instead it should be the part of
the Java Card interface. We have integrated the PolicyStore with the Installer
component. However, the ClaimChecker needs to be integrated with the native
Loader, thus the S×C framework has to be divided across the Native and the
Java Card interfaces. In the same time, we need to enable the communication
between these parts, in order to retrieve the current card policy and update it
after changes. This communication is realized using a new dedicated Native API.
The security policy data structures were designed to be memory-saving. For
example, the applet AID can occupy up to 16 bytes, therefore each called service
can occupy up to 18 bytes (the interface and method tokens each occupy 1 byte).
We decided to store the policy in the bit array format that allows to speed up
the policy matching operations. The platform policy data structure currently
supports up to 10 loaded applets, each containing up to 8 provided services; but
these applets are not pre-defined and any AID can be listed in the policy.
The final implementation of the S×C framework delegates the validation for
the scenario of application policy update to the PolicyStore. The reason for this
decision is the fact, that it is integrated with the platform Installer, which is
already exposed to the communications with the outside world. In this way we
do not need to identify new protocols for the policy update, what would be
necessary if we needed to invoke the PolicyChecker, and hence - the Loader.
The application policy update is atomic: each time only one authorization rule
can be added or removed, or one functionally necessary service can be added
or removed. For the authorization service addition and functionally necessary
service removal the update can be executed directly, as these changes cannot
introduce inconsistency. For the removal of an authorization the PolicyStore will
ensure the de-authorized client does not call this service. For the addition of a
functionally necessary service the PolicyStore will check this service is actually
called and is provided on the platform. If the check is successful, the update is
applied, otherwise the policy is not modified.
5.3

Integration with the Java Card Platform

Fig. 8 presents the Java Card architecture extended with the S×C framework
and the new steps in the applet development and deployment process. The S×C
framework is fully backward-compatible with the existing Java Card platforms.
The platforms that do not know about the framework will be able to process
applets with contracts, because unknown Custom components are just ignored by
default. The applets without the contract can be still deployed on the platform:
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Fig. 8. The Java Card architecture and the applet deployment process in presence of
the S×C framework. The grey components are introduced by the S×C approach, the
dashed lines denote new steps in the development and deployment process.

they will be treated as providing and calling no services. We did not modify the
standard loading protocol or the JCVM. The interested reader can find more
information on the S×C design challenges and the implementation details in [7].

6

Application to the Use Case Scenarios

Let us now present concrete contracts we devised for the motivating scenarios
introduced in §§2.1-2.2.
6.1

The NFC-Enabled Phone and the New Applet Installation

We consider the payment functionality of the payWave application to be implemented in the shareable PaymentInterface and the service payment. Let the
Touch&Travel applet has the AID 0xAA01CA71FF10 and the payWave applet
has the AID 0x4834D26C6C6F417011 .
We can notice in Tab. 1, which presents the contracts of the scenario applets,
that one of the presented contracts of Navigo (Non-Compliant) is not compliant
with the contract of the payWave application (specifically, Navigo calls the payment service, but is not authorized to do so). Therefore in our scenario, when
the device holder requests the loading of Navigo with this contract, the loading
will be rejected by the S×C framework. If the device holder installs the Navigo version without the non-authorized call to payWave (the Compliant option),
then it will be installed without any problems.
11

The chosen AIDs are fictional, but they are compliant with the ISO/IEC 7816-5
standard to give an idea how an actual contract can look like.
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Table 1. Contracts of the payWave, Touch&Travel and Navigo applets.
Contract
structure
Provides
Calls
sec.rules

Fully-qualified names
payWave
PaymentInterface.payment()
Touch&Travel is authorized to call
PaymentInterface.payment()

Token
identifiers
h0, 0i
h 0xAA01CA71FF10, 0, 0i

func.rules
Touch&Travel
Provides
Calls
payWave.PaymentInterface.payment() h0x4834D26C6C6F4170, 0, 0i
sec.rules
func.rules
Navigo – Non Compliant
Provides
Calls
payWave.PaymentInterface.payment() h0x4834D26C6C6F4170, 0, 0i
sec.rules
func.rules
Navigo – Compliant
Provides
Calls
sec.rules
func.rules

6.2

The Telecommunications Hub and the Application Policy
Update

For the application policy update scenario we present the contracts of the Consumption Optimization applet before and after the update. We consider the consumption optimzation functionality to be implemented in the shareable OptimizationInterface
and the service optimization. Let the Electricity applet has the AID 0xEE06D7713386,
the Consumption Optimization applet has the AID 0xEE06D7713391,the Gas
applet has the AID 0xGG43F167B2890D6C and the Telecare applet has the
AID 0x4D357F82B1119AEE.
Tab. 2 presents contracts the Electricity, Gas, Telecare and Consumption
Optimization applets. Notice that the application policy update for addition
of the authorization for Telecare is possible and will be executed by the S×C
framework. The Telecare applet can later be updated and in the new version the
call to the optimization service will appear.

7

Related Work

Fontaine et al. [5] design a mechanism for implementing transitive control flow
policies on Java Card. These policies are stronger than the access control policies
provided by our framework, because the S×C approach targets only direct service
invocations. However, the S×C approach has the advantage of the openness of
the policy to any applet AID. The main limitation of [5] is the focus on ad-hoc
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Table 2. Contracts of the Electricity, Consumption Optimization, Gas and Telecare
applets.
Contract
structure
Provides
Calls
sec.rules

Fully-qualified names
Consumption Optimization – Before
OptimizationInterface.optmization()
Electricity applet is authorized to call
OptimizationInterface.optmization()
Gas applet is authorized to call
OptimizationInterface.optmization()

Token
identifiers
h0, 0i
h0xEE06D7713386, 0, 0i
h0xGG43F167B2890D6C, 0, 0i

func.rules
Electricity
Provides
Calls
ConsumptOptim.OptimizationInterface.optimization()
sec.rules
func.rules

h0xEE06D7713391, 0, 0i

Gas
Provides
Calls
ConsumptOptim.OptimizationInterface.optimization()
sec.rules
func.rules

h0xEE06D7713391, 0, 0i

Telecare
Provides
Calls
sec.rules
func.rules
Provides
Calls
sec.rules

Consumption Optimization – After
OptimizationInterface.optmization()
Electricity applet is authorized to call
OptimizationInterface.optmization()
Gas applet is authorized to call
OptimizationInterface.optmization()
Telecare applet is authorized to call
OptimizationInterface.optmization()

h0, 0i
h0xEE06D7713386, 0, 0i
h0xGG43F167B2890D6C, 0, 0i
h0x4D357F82B1119AEE, 0, 0i

func.rules

security domains, which are very coarse grained administrative security roles
(usually a handful), typically used to delegate privileges on GlobalPlatform. As
a consequence we can provide a much finer access control list closer to actual
practice.
An information flow verification system for small Java-based devices is proposed by Ghindici et al. [9]. The system relies on off-device and on-device steps.
First, an applet certificate is created off device (contains information flows within
the applet). Then on device the certificate is checked in a proof-carrying-code
fashion and matched with the information flow policies of other applets. The
information flow policies are very expressive. However, we believe the on device
information flow verification for Java Card is not yet practical due to the resource
and architecture limitations. The proposed system cannot be implemented for
Java Card version 2.2 because the latter does not allow custom class loaders,
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and even implementation for Java Card version 3.0 may not be effective due to
significant amount of memory required to store the information flow policies.
There were investigations [2, 3, 10, 11, 16] of static scenarios, when all applets
are known and the composition is analyzed off-device. For example, Avvenuti et
al. [2] have developed the JCSI tool which verifies whether a Java Card applet
set respects pre-defined information flow policies. This tool runs off-card, so it
assumes an existence of a controlling authority, such as a telecom operator, that
can check applets before loading.
The investigation of the Security-by-Contract techniques for Java Card is
carried out in [4, 8, 6, 7] targeting dynamic scenarios when third-party applets
can be loaded on the platform.
Dragoni et al. [4] and Gadyatskaya et al. [8] propose an implementation of
the PolicyChecker component as an applet. While very appealing due to avoiding
the JCRE modification, it has not solved in any way the actual issue of integration with a real platform. This solution could only work if the authors of
[4, 8] had access to the full Java-based JCRE implementation, because only in
this way the Loader can be implemented as a part of the Java Card interface.
The Java Card specifications do not prohibit this, but in practice full Java-based
implementations do not exist.
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Conclusions and the Future Work

The S×C framework enables load time bytecode validation for multi-application
Java cards. Now each application provider can independently deploy her applications and update the application policies. The proposed approach fits on a
real smart card, it enables the backward compatibility and is not very invasive,
as the changes to the platform are kept at minimum.
The main benefit of the proposed solution is the validation of the code on
card. In this way each card is independent in the decision it takes; we can envisage that (U)SIM cards from the same telecom operator can contain different
application sets, depending on the needs of the phone holder. The telecom operator now does not need to verify security for each possible set of applets;
therefore the costs of managing the device are lower. We can envisage that the
S×C approach will be quite efficient for less expensive applets (like the already
mentioned messages from Santa) that do not provide and do not call any services. This fact can be easily ensured on the card itself, and these applets do not
need to pass the costly certification process.
Our framework performs the load time on-card checks of Java Card bytecode. The restrictions of the Java Card platform (the dedicated service invocation instruction and the static invoked class binding in the CAP file) allow
our framework to efficiently analyze the sets of invoked and provided services in
the code and match them with the contract. We can notice that our bytecode
analysis techniques will have to be improved, for example, following [19], before application to full Java, because the inference of method invocation targets
will be more complicated. However, the idea of performing load time on-device
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checks on the bytecode is promising for computationally-restricted devices, e.g.
the Android phones. The users expect certain delay when an application is being installed, but they will not tolerate any runtime lags. Therefore, we think
that the Security-by-Contract idea is very promising for Android and other constrained devices.
We have chosen the conservative approach for verification: if the change can
lead to an insecure state it is rejected. However, this might not be acceptable in
the business community. For instance, we can envisage that application providers
would like to be able to revoke the access to their sensitive service at any time.
The S×C framework currently does not provide this option: the access to a service
for a specific client can be revoked only if this client does not actually invoke this
service. To be more practical, the card should be able to perform some conflict
resolution. For instance, one can choose an approach in which the application
provider is always able to revoke access to her service, and the client applet will
become locked until the new version without service invocation is deployed. Another possibility is to explore more the centralized policy management facilities
offered by the next generations of the Java Card platform. We expect a lot of
interesting research challenges in this direction.
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